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War Follows Protection. Peace Follows Free Trade. As David Ricardo said, “If you want peace, starve the government.” Adam Smith believed that trade both refined the manners and improved the standard of living of a people.1
 Throat cutting and xenophobia decline with the growth of internationalism.

For those who love liberty, war is the greatest tragedy, said Senator Robert Taft.2
 Taft died having expressed his doubts about NATO, the Korean War, and the foundations of the post-World War II welfare-warfare state. Surely, Taft and other libertarian critics wouldn’t have liked George Bush’s New World Order, President Clinton’s meddling in Haiti, or his confused attempt to bring peace to the Balkans. Taft believed that war, and war scares, represented the ultimate centralization of state power, a time when governments could and often would accumulate huge powers that weaken private-property rights and destroy liberty. These powers, libertarian critics feared, might not be returned to the people once the war was over.3


Indeed, some Socialist philosophers didn’t want these economic liberties returned. Collectivists John Dewey and Stuart Chase, impressed by the government’s takeover of various sectors of the economy during World War I, believed it proved the government’s efficiency in organizing production and distribution, as well as proving the usefulness of wage and price controls. These wartime methods could and should be used in peacetime, collectivists believed, to provide full employment, wipe out inequities, and create an American utopia.4
 After World War II, a less timid, more imperial federal government was ready to take on permanent powers, managing the economy just as it attempted to remake major parts of the world in the image of a “great” America. Henry Luce’s “American Century” had arrived.5


The Price of Efficiency

But friends of liberty have warned that this efficiency was illusory, and that it would endanger the rule of law, as governments turned emergency powers into permanent powers. Constitutional safeguards would be at risk as they had been during the War Between the States, World War I, and World War II, said libertarian critics.6
 War and warlike conditions, or periodic panics, become permanent. War becomes “the health of the state,” a raison d’etre.7
 It also leads to citizens who are more likely to accept the destruction of civil liberties and view dissent as tantamount to treason. Normally reasonable people support irrational actions, such as the incarceration of loyal Japanese-Americans during World War II, or Britain’s oppressive Defense of the Realm Act during World War I,8
 or the Sedition Act during the same period in America, which saw tens of thousands of Americans jailed for nothing but their anti-war opinions. These actions are deliberately used by cynical government officials to unite the people against a common enemy.

Special war powers are justified by those arguing for a loose-construction interpretation of the president’s powers.9
 The danger is that many aspects of “Constitutional Dictatorship,”10
 justified by some as the survival tactics of a republic under fire, become permanent. A nation will often stay on a war footing long after the hostilities have ceased. McCarthyism was not an accident.

A permanent war economy develops. Inefficient businesses survive solely because of political connections that lead to huge state contracts.11
 Economic and political freedoms are lost. A corporate-military complex dominates the nation. Even the end of Communism, which had previously been the ostensible reason for the departure from American principles of non-interventionism and free-market economics in the 1940s, failed to bring peace, as Americans are ready to countenance the dispatch of troops anywhere in the world.

Manchesterism: Anti-War Libertarian Critics

Taft, in his inspired dissent, was often branded an “isolationist,” as are most anti-war critics to this day. Taft was merely expressing the concerns of the Libertarian Old Right,12
 following a tradition that can be traced in part to the Manchester School, a radical group of parliamentary members in Victorian England. They were also known as the Little Englanders, or the Peace Men.13
 Generally, they weren’t pacifists, but they proclaimed themselves as followers of Adam Smith, who saw peace, a reduction in government expenditures, and free trade as vital characteristics of prosperous, free societies. They fought the same battles as Taft and those consistent friends of liberty who today call for the dismantling of the American imperial state both at home and abroad.

Manchesterism, like libertarianism today, was a philosophy ridiculed by nationalists and jingoists in Victorian England, who called it hopelessly utopian and isolationist. Lord Palmerston, the leading minister in mid-nineteenth-century England, thought it was nonsense.14
 That’s not surprising because, as we can see today, it’s hard to break imperial habits, as so many people have an economic, emotional, or political stake in a permanent warfare-welfare economy. Proposed base closings today can cause a flurry of anger in the United States, even in the case of bases or forts that were originally built to defend against Indian attacks!15


Manchesterism: Victorian Libertarianism

An anti-empire, pro-capitalism philosophy of peace was developed by middle-class radicals Richard Cobden (1804–65), a Manchester manufacturer of calicos, and John Bright (1811–89), a Rochdale mill owner.16
 Never big enough in Parliament to form a government, the Manchester group nevertheless influenced several governments that couldn’t ignore its popularity in and out of Parliament. In 1846, at the height of the agitation to defeat the Corn Laws (tariffs on imported grains), it was dubbed the Manchester School  by Disraeli,17
 because so many its leaders were from Manchester.

This philosophy rejected balance-of-power concepts, the Realpolitik ideas18
 championed by Lord Palmerston, twice prime minister in the mid-Victorian period, Count Metternich of the Hapsburg Empire, Count Otto von Bismarck of Prussia, and, in our time, Henry Kissinger. Cobden believed these power politics arguments were a specious intellectual justification for wars, and that any commitment to defending a balance of power was open-ended, and would bankrupt the nation through endless rounds of futile and immoral wars. Cobden wrote,

War is a monster, whose appetite grows so fast by what it feeds on that it is quite impossible beforehand to measure its capacity for consumption, and the only safe way is to be provided with far more than at any given time seems likely required for its support.19


The Costs of War

War was not only evil, the Manchester School taught, it was also so expensive that it would destroy liberty and ruin the nation as it had other imperial states that had overdosed on a diet of bread and circuses,20
 the same points made later by Albert Jay Nock, Garet Garret, Taft, and others on the Old Right in the 1930s and 1940s as America took the fatal steps away from her own Little Englander foreign policies.21
 Credulous journalists, who often whooped it up for wars at the outset,22
 rarely toted up the butcher’s bill once victory was achieved. Said Cobden, surveying the results of one “victorious” war:

Now what do we see in London? Twenty or thirty thousand unemployed workmen. Why are they unemployed? You don’t find that the newspapers connect cause and effect. They are unemployed because capital is scare. Who will lay out his money in building houses, to pay him at a rate of 6, or 7, or 8 percent, if he can get that percentage for the money he puts in the banks? Consequently there is no money being invested in buildings, because you have now such a high rate of interest. And why is there such a high rate of interest? Because the floating capital of the country has, during the last two or three years, been wasted in sudden and extraordinary expenses. But you don’t see your newspapers, that were bawling for the war, honestly tell the people in London that the reason that they are suffering want of employment is that this floating capital, which is always a limited quantity—the floating capital which sets all your fixed capital in motion—has been exhausted, wasted by the course that has been pursued.23


Think of the aftermath of George Bush’s Gulf War of 1990, and of presidential candidate Bill Clinton’s 1992 ability to exploit America’s weak economy.24
 Cobden would have easily analyzed and criticized the American welfare-warfare complex as well as the effect of runaway government spending and its by-product, a huge national debt, something he frequently criticized.25
 Once a pattern of war and debt is established, Cobden warned, interventionism and great power politics become the norm.

As Cobden wrote in 1836,

Our history during the last century, may be called the tragedy of British intervention in the politics of Europe; in which princes, diplomatists, peers and generals, have been the authors and actors—the people the victims; and the moral will be exhibited to the latest posterity in 800 millions of debt.26


These high levels of debt, Cobden said, have to be supported by higher and higher levels of taxation. The average person is impoverished paying for these special interests, whether they are government contractors or military costs or favored manufacturers or farmers who receive protection or Sam Donaldson and his millions in farm subsidies.27
 The goal of the special interests, said Milner Gibson, a leader of the Manchester School, is:

to get possession of men that we may make them work for our own profit, or to take possession of the fruits of their labour is equally and always slavery; there is no difference but in the degree.28


This economic misery caused by out-of-control government spending eventually generated schemes by reformers to use the state, which created the problem by its aggressive foreign policy, to eradicate poverty. The war in Vietnam was fought at the same time that Lyndon Johnson fought his war on poverty. Both were futile and led the nation to disaster, and to an endless cycle of more government programs to correct previous rounds of programs. However, Cobden had little use for patronizing government welfare schemes, believing it was better for working people not to become dependent on government largesse.

“I do not partake of that spurious humanity which would indulge in an unreasoning kind of philanthropy at the expense of the great bulk of the community,” he wrote in a letter early in his public career. “Mine is the masculine species of charity, which would lead me to inculcate in the minds of the labouring classes the love of independence, the privilege of self-respect, the disdain of being patronized or petted, the desire to accumulate, and the ambition to rise. I know it has been found easier to please the people by holding out and flattering and delusive prospects of cheap benefits to be derived from Parliament rather than by urging them to a course of self-reliance, but, while I will not be the sycophant of the great, I cannot become the parasite of the poor.”29


The History and Philosophy of Manchesterism

The Manchester School’s greatest period of influence was in the early and mid-Victorian periods, roughly 1835–1874,30
 which began with the publication of Cobden’s first great pamphlet, England, Ireland and America.31
 This four-decade period coincided with the high-water mark of laissez faire and anti-imperialism in England. The peace party carried on the principles of Adam Smith and limited government. Of course, the members of this group weren’t the first thinkers to make the connection between peace and liberty, or who saw free trade as a vital part of this equation of prosperity.

Philosophers David Hume, Immanuel Kant,32
 and Baron de Montesquieu,33
 among others, have depicted trade as a moderating factor that deters wars and leads people to love peace for the prosperity it brings. Perhaps the most well-known statement of the idea is Hume’s comment that calls for his countrymen to put aside centuries of nationalistic prejudices in the interests of promoting an international prosperity:

I shall therefore venture to acknowledge that, not only as a man, but as a British subject, I pray for flourishing commerce of Germany, Spain, Italy, and even France itself. I am at least certain that Great Britain and all those nations would flourish more, did their sovereigns and ministers adopt such enlarged and benevolent sympathies toward each other.34


A nineteenth-century supporter of the Manchester School put the issue more crudely: “Men think twice before they cut the throats of those who are perpetually filling their coffers.”35


The Manchester School should be credited with taking these ideas and molding them into a coherent philosophy. Capitalism came to represent peace and “the death of war,” says one philosopher of liberty. “Richard Cobden,” he writes, gave this spirit “its lofty moral tone, and gave Britain her abiding interest in peace.”36


Some of these ideas were put into effect by a few of the governments of early- and mid-Victorian England. That these victories were ultimately reversed by “the Socialists of all parties”37
 is not an argument against Manchesterism, which produced many victories for peace and prosperity. The Manchester School made significant contributions to classical-liberal traditions, contributions which many Americans today lamentably have forgotten or never learned in state schools.38


The ignorance of the benefits and responsibilities of liberty is because Americans have become conditioned to depending on the leviathan state for entitlements while supporting or at least ignoring it in its frequent battles with foreign foes. But it is this myopia that blinds many Americans to the link between war and collectivism as well as the connection between free markets and peace. The Manchester School faced these problems before the American Old Right, and before the recognition of the military-industrial complex by a lame duck president who, in his farewell address, understood its wastefulness, but apparently had lacked the resolve to dismantle it.39
 American libertarians for the last few generations have averred that certain business and labor interests were anything but enemies of each other. Critics of the welfare-warfare state note that big business and labor interests, supposedly enemies, often are baying for the same quotas, subsidies, and protection, using the major political parties to achieve their goals.

The Manchester School, with a few exceptions, was suspicious of the two major parties of its time, the Whigs and the Tories.40
 Cobden hoped for the creation of a new middle-class political party that would stand against the pro-war, pro-empire elements in both parties. The Manchesterities noted that a select group was always pining for protection as well as for war. Bright called the British Empire, and the wars it inevitably engendered, “nothing more than a giant system of outdoor relief” for the rich and the aristocracy.41
 It was the sons of the nobility who were the generals, governors, and administrators of this vast empire. Cobden called for the masses—the middle and working classes—to end the aristocratic sport of war:

The middle and industrious classes of England can have no interest apart from the preservation of peace. The honours, the fame, the emoluments of war belong not to them; the battle-plain is the harvest-field of the aristocracy, watered with the blood of the peace.42


War was very rarely justified, and national-security concerns were usually a sham, the Manchester School contended. In his pamphlet England, Ireland and America, Cobden even questioned whether Britain was in danger even at the height of Napoleon’s power. He contended that, despite all Napoleon’s land victories and attempted economic blockades, Britain always maintained control of the sea lanes, and therefore was never in danger. Indeed, he argued that at the apex of Napoleon’s power, trade with Britain, as an island nation, was only minimally affected.43
 Once again, the sham of national security concerns and the war scare were used to pervert domestic and foreign policies, according to the Manchester School.

The peace party held that the Corn Laws were designed by the aristocratic farming interests to keep the price of food artificially high.44
 Corn Law supporters argued that protecting farmers was a national-security concern, and that home-grown food would ensure plentiful stocks of grains in case some new Napoleon tried to strangle Britain again by declaring that Europe could not trade with her.45


But Adam Smith, writing of the Corn Laws, and noting that they were designed to increase the production of food, had warned that they generated more problems than they solved. “Famines are always caused by the supposed remedies for dearths applied by government.” According to Smith, it was “the violence of government” that “distorted markets.”46


Henry Ashworth, a member of the Manchester School, argued that the Corn Laws were “a flagrant scheme of the landlords to enrich themselves by a legal authority which oppressed all other portions of the community.”47
 These were another method of getting all of society’s taxpayers to pay for the blunders of a few well-connected men.48


Still, Manchesterism was more than simply a set of criticisms, or a mere exposition of The Wealth of Nations, or an attempt to reduce or stabilize the price of bread. It was a philosophy that held that free trade would help integrate economies, reducing the likelihood that nations would go to war as they grew dependent on one other. In addition to grains, the Manchester School wanted to push for complete freedom of commerce, because this would mean

a community of interests which would grapple nations to each other with the hooks of steel, and an increase of personal intercourse between their citizens—the sovereign remedy for the self-complacent nationalism which is the greatest obstacle to political association.49


As people became more familiar with “foreigners,” they would no longer be foreigners, but business associates, and perhaps even friends. The likelihood of war would decline, and former enemies, like England and France, would consider some kind of association. Other nations would be encouraged to do the same. Regions would join into one common market. These developments would lead to mutual disarmament and a reduction in taxes. Manchester’s goal was a more peaceful world, a world too busy with business to spend much time dreaming up new weapons systems. Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises, in analyzing Manchesterism, wrote

In such a world without trade and migration barriers, no incentives for war or conquest are left. Fully convinced of the irrefutable persuasiveness of the liberal ideas, they dropped the notion of the last war to abolish all wars.50


The assumptions of the Little Englanders were simple. Periods of free trade promote internationalism. The freest movement of goods, services, and people lead to periods of peace (Western Europe in the post-World-War-II era as it moves toward economic as well as political integration). Protectionist eras result in closed economies and heightened nationalistic feelings, such as existed in the United States and large parts of Europe and Asia in the 1930s. In that decade, fascist governments, as well as democratic ones, erected trade barriers. These high-tariff eras usually lead to economic calamity and, after that, war.51


Manchesterism in the Early Victorian Period

The Manchester philosophy, which began as a campaign against tariffs on grains and broadened into a set of ideas for foreign and domestic policies, seemed very popular on the eve of the Crimean War in the winter of 1853–54. Only eight years before, Bright and Cobden had been the toast of the working and middle classes. Cobden was praised by one lame-duck prime minister, Conservative Sir Robert Peel, and offered a cabinet post by the incoming prime minister, Lord John Russell, a Whig. Cobden’s victories over food taxes made him a popular man who could help make a ministry strong with the middle classes. Cobden had reformed the Anti-Corn-Law League in the 1830s, fighting and winning the battle for free trade in the next decade. The abolition of these onerous duties on food was a boon for an industrial nation that depended on imported grains.52
 Cobden converted a Conservative prime minister, Peel, who had previously supported these tariffs. Said Peel after one of Cobden’s devastating parliamentary speeches in favor of free trade: “You must answer him. I cannot.”53
 Cobden, after bitter exchanges with Peel during the Corn Law debates, eventually reconciled with him.54


This conversion cost Peel his ministry and his leadership of the Conservative Party,55
 but before he resigned, he praised Cobden as the man most responsible for ending the Corn Laws.56
 Cobden wanted the Peelites, the renegade Conservatives who voted for free trade, to join the Manchester School in forming a new middle-class party.57
 The Peelites were an independent force because Disraeli had read Peel out of the Conservative Party when Peel embraced free trade. Unfortunately, Peel died after an accident before the new party could be formed. It is not clear that Peel would have accepted Cobden’s invitation, but Peel and his followers, who frequently clashed with the war party headed by Palmerston, were moving in the direction of Manchesterism. Peel was a classical liberal58
 who opposed Palmerston’s interventionist foreign policies.

Peel, joined by Cobden and William Gladstone, had argued against Palmerston in the famous Don Pacifico parliamentary debate in 1850. Palmerston, as foreign minister, had ordered the blockade of part of Greece because he complained that the damage claims of one British subject had not been promptly satisfied. This policy of war drew plenty of criticism. Peel asked,

If Britain should claim the right to interfere, in the interests of self-determination, in the affairs of foreign states, how could she deny to France the right to introduce Republican institutions in neighboring states?59


Palmerston defended the government’s actions:

As the Roman in days of old held himself free from indignity when he could say Civis Romanus sum, so also a British subject, in whatever land he may be, shall feel confident that the watchful eye and strong arm of England will protect him against injustice and wrong.60


Over the next decade, some of Peel’s former supporters joined with the Whigs to form the Liberal Party.61
 Many of them stood with the Manchester School on various issues. William Gladstone, who would serve as prime minister four times, was the greatest of the Peelites. He had begun his political career as a Tory Protectionist, became a Peelite, and was sympathetic to many of the ideas of the Manchester School, especially during the mid- and late-Victorian periods. However, in his second ministry (beginning in 1880), Gladstone presided over a military intervention in Egypt, a move which led to Bright’s resignation from the cabinet. But before his death in 1898, Gladstone returned to many Manchester principles. He objected to the Liberals’ move toward Socialism and Imperialism in the 1880s and 1890s. Gladstone resigned as prime minister in 1894 because he opposed excessive military spending, something he had been famous for slashing.62


Nevertheless, the free-trade revolution made by Cobden with the backing of Peel in the 1840s remained throughout the mid-Victorian Era. Free trade was very popular. In the so-called “hungry 40s,” working- and middle-class Englishmen had paid a high percentage of their income for food, so untaxed food was a boon applauded by the public.63
 Once back in power, Disraeli and the Conservatives made no move to restore the Corn Laws.

Manchesterism in Foreign Affairs

The Manchester School’s ideas on foreign policy could be summarized in three words: “no foreign politics.”64
 Plenty of trade and cultural relations between peoples, but no military interventions and, most of all, no wars outside of defensive ones. This idea was taken from the United States, an idea championed in George Washington’s Farewell Address.65
 Critics have tried to brand this philosophy “isolationism.”

Cobden, as the leader of the Manchester School, was anything but isolationist. In fact, because of his many attempts to integrate economies and avert wars, he came to be known as “the International Man.” Cobden was well received at most European courts because he was seen as the man who was opening up British markets to foreign goods.66
 He taught himself French in order to facilitate his work of lessening tensions between Britain and France. Patriotism, to the Manchester School, was not “my country right or wrong”; it called for people to answer to moral principles and use classical economics to create a better world. The natural liberty of commerce could supersede jingoism.67
 Manchesterism was the opposite of xenophobia. One historian has aptly characterized the philosophy as “a passionate internationalism opposed to all orthodox patriotism.”68


Manchester's Warning of a Threat to Britain

For Cobden, the danger to England was real, but it wasn’t military; it was economic, political, and social. The original-intent, limited-government philosophy of the American constitution was why Cobden and Bright admired the United States of the early- and mid-nineteenth century. In their time, the United States, a developing industrial nation with an almost non-existent military establishment and a generally non-interventionist foreign policy, posed the greatest threat to Britain. The threat, said Cobden, wasn’t military, but was to Britain’s mid-Victorian industrial supremacy. While Britain wasted millions of pounds, and wasted the lives, as well as talents, of its best people on crazy wars, the United States was becoming a great industrial nation that would overtake Britain. Nations that followed pacific foreign policies, that paid attention to the lessons of Adam Smith, especially his free-trade and anti-imperialistic ideas, would see the greatest progress, Cobden predicted.69
 One thinks of Switzerland today. That nation has been spared the plague of war, has high living standards, low taxes, and a strong currency.70


The business of business made a people great, not the number of warships a nation could float, Cobden said.71
 American leaders in the early- and mid-nineteenth century apparently held these principles. During the War Between the States, the U.S. assembled a large navy of ironclads, by some accounts the largest in the world, and then proceeded to astonish the aristocratic leadership of Britain by putting most of it in mothballs once the war was over.72
 The American anti-militarist tradition continued until the end of World War II. The Truman administration, following the lead of the Roosevelt administration, laid the foundations of the national-security state that we have lived with for the last half century.73


Manchesterism and Colonial Policy

Cobden, the most radical member of the Manchester School, wanted nothing less than the breakup of the British Empire. What was the use of it? It cost more to protect than it generated in business. British possessions in India meant she had to worry about Afghanistan, and that led to clashes with the Russians, who were concerned about their Asian borders. Where and when would it all end? The nations of the empire should either be broken up or given “responsible government,” which meant allowing colonists or native peoples domestic self-rule until they would eventually need no direction from London, and would be free to cut all ties if they so desired. Cobden noted that Britain had lost its American colonies, but the U.S. had become a great trading partner; both nations were better off. The bonds between the two nations were stronger because they were voluntary ones. Still, Cobden’s writings represent the most radical element of the Manchester School’s policy on colonies, which was of two minds—either they should be encouraged and helped to govern themselves, or they should be given immediate freedom. How could Britain govern countries half way around the world, Bright asked: “England cannot govern distant nations—our statesmen have no time and no principles. ... How can they direct the government of 20 nations in India?”74
 Bright was willing to try, but only in the best interests of the colonists, and not for one minute more than the colonists wanted to remain with Britain.

Britain should spend little on colonial defense establishments, Cobden said, because to do otherwise would only draw the mother country into a series of ridiculous wars, cause burdensome taxation, and delay domestic reforms to extend the franchise or the development of a system of national education. Bright, for example, was against adding troops to the Canadian defense establishment because it would only be more likely to provoke war with the United States. If Canadians wanted more defense, let them pay for it themselves, he said.75


Some Accomplishments of the School

How can you gauge the value of avoiding a disaster, which is how the Manchester School defined war? It can’t be measured. Manchesterism meant the application of commercial principles that stopped Britain’s war party on several occasions, undeniably exerting influence in the Victorian Era.76
 The extent of Cobden’s influence is the subject of debates among historians, but the fact that he and his allies helped shape domestic and foreign policies in the mid-Victorian period is indisputable.77


Manchesterism’s effect was felt among the Whig, Peelite,78
 and Liberal parties, as well the as the Radical faction of Parliament. Even the protectionist Conservative party after Peel felt its influence.79
 Cobden said his group never constituted a traditional political party because it had no offices and sinecures to offer; its principles called for retrenchment in government expenditures,80
 not exactly the kind of recruitment vehicle to attract the George Washington Plunkitts of this world.81


Other great achievements of this informal group of radical MPs were ending duties on newspapers and the successful negotiation of a free-trade treaty with France in 1860, thus diffusing tensions between ancient enemies. Palmerston, who, at the same time, was arguing for expanded defense spending to protect against a supposed French threat, said “at the bottom of his (French emperor Louis Napoleon’s) heart, there rankles a deep and inextinguishable desire to humble and punish England.”82


Cobden believed these warlike remarks were designed to ruin the completion of the trade treaty. Fortunately, Palmerston failed, and the Cobden-Chevalier trade treaty helped open up new markets, while at the same time reduced centuries of hatred between Britain and France, hatred which had threatened to erupt into another war. Cobden, given plenipotentiary powers and acting with the encouragement of Gladstone, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer, negotiated a free-trade treaty that trumped the aggressive Palmerston, who had to be pressured into signing it by the rest of the cabinet.83


Cobdenite ideas persevered in both the cabinet and Parliament, as the Manchester School held that

the French government have entered upon their new commercial policy not for the benefit of England, but from an enlightened appreciation of the advantages it would confer on the people of France. ... The present treaty will inaugurate a new era in the commercial intercourse of France and England, and it will only require a few years to develop that state of mutual dependence which forms the solid basis for the peace and happiness of nations.84


Trade between the two nations boomed as English people enjoyed French wines and the French enjoyed British clothing.85
 Differences over Italian unification lessened, and talk of a French invasion faded.

Cobden and Bright were also part of the anti-intervention forces during the American War Between the States that kept Britain from recognizing the South and providing it aid that would have probably changed the outcome of the war.86
 Cobden was revolted by the slaughter of the war, but came to sympathize with the North once it had committed itself to emancipation.87


Some critics of Manchesterism have portrayed it as nothing but a series of utopian criticisms and ideas.88
 Palmerston complained that, if Britain were invaded, Cobden and Bright would try to figure out if it were more economical to surrender or fight the invaders.89
 But Cobden’s philosophy, along with much of classical liberalism, is also criticized because it represents a strand of “negative liberty.”90
 To some people, peace, low taxes, reduced government expenditure, and a mind-your-own-business approach are a surrender of government responsibility. These people believe that governments are in business to create utopia. Freedom for citizens can only be achieved through the positive actions of the state, say modern liberals and socialists, such as T.H. Green and Harold Laski, whose works are imbued with the ideas of Rousseau and Hegel.91
 Indeed, in the late Victorian period, the philosophy of “constructionism” began to push out Manchesterism and other classical-liberal ideas,92
 just as Americans today, more and more, call for the extension of entitlements and downplay all considerations of liberty.

But what did Manchesterism offer? Mostly the idea that wars avoided through just settlements were a blessing,93
 classical principles that removed impairments to a free economy were good, and that modest government budgets that cut taxes were a boon to all members of society. These ideas were ridiculed by some, but one of the men sympathetic to many Manchester ideas, Gladstone made the case for this philosophy after most of its work had been done:

The great measures that have been passed during the last twenty years by the British Legislature have conferred incalculable blessings on the whole community, and particularly on the working classes, by unfettering the trade and commerce of the country, cheapening the essentials of our daily sustenance, placing a large proportion of the comforts and luxuries within our reach, and rendering the obtainment of knowledge comparatively easy among the great mass of the sons of toil.94


But the Manchester School argued that all this improvement was dependent on peace. Indeed, Cobden’s writings often question whether most of the wars fought by Britain were necessary. The Manchester School favored arbitration to resolve disputes between nations. This was an era in which Britain and the U.S., at odds over a Confederate raider which the Home Secretary had mistakenly let leave British waters, a raider that then destroyed many Union ships, eventually decided to let arbitrators rule on who was at fault.95
 Arbitration was the method that the Manchester School hoped every nation would commit itself to, instead of a war. In this case, the idea, woolly as critics believe it to be, actually worked. The U.S. and Britain avoided war. The British government, in Gladstone’s first ministry (the so-called great ministry of 1868–74), paid the huge damages assessed by the arbitrators.96
 Again, as in the dispute over naval armaments with France or the tempting prospect of throwing her weight around in the American Civil War, Britain, in the throes of Manchesterism, had found a peaceful way of settling matters. But sandwiched between their two rounds of victories—the triumph of Free Trade in 1846 and the considerable impact of Manchesterism in the 1860s and early 70s—was a period when the this philosophy seemed dead.

The Crimean War

The Crimean War, which began in 1854, severely tested the power of this pacific philosophy. Would Cobden and Bright be good Englishmen, or would they hold to their principles? It all began in an inane dispute over which religious group would guard the Holy Lands in Jerusalem,97
 and spread to a battle over the Danubian Principalities. This was another ridiculous war for Britain, Cobden believed,98
 and most historians agree. Here’s one typical evaluation: “The Crimean War of 1854–55 now appears as one of the more stupid and useless of wars between the major European states.”99


For decades before the war, British nationalists had warned that Russia was going to control the Near East; that eventually she would come to dominate most of the world.100
 Even England would be in danger, they warned. Cobden treated these periodic invasion scares as moronic, just as more perceptive critics of American foreign policy during the Cold War dismissed warnings that the Russians were about to attack Alaska. Cobden argued that jingoists and journalists had been exaggerating the dangers of Russian power for generations.101
 Despite Cobden’s criticisms, Britain and France, with some help from the kingdom of Sardinia, fought the Crimean War. They backed up the corrupt Ottoman Empire, which was lined up against the autocratic Czarist Empire. Toward the end of the war, the shaky Hapsburg Empire was ready to join the British and French, which led the Russians to sue for peace. Cobden maintained that no strategic British interests were at stake, so why should lives be wasted along with resources to prop up “the Sick Man of Europe,”102
 the Ottoman Empire.

Cobden wrote that this was another war waged to maintain the balance of power, a doctrine that obliged Britain to go to war whenever one nation in Europe became too powerful and threatened to overwhelm the continent. Although the idea sounds intriguing (like the New World Order?), Cobden contended that it meant that Britain would have to be involved in almost every war, no matter how small or distant, because any of them could affect her imperial interests in some way.103
 And, since many European powers in the nineteenth century had colonies in Asia, Africa, and America, there were plenty of opportunities for the balance of power to be disturbed.

Sleep Walking into Disaster

The British government had seemed to drift into the Crimean War without reason or purpose,104
 much as Americans have drifted into various wars, police actions, and other frequent disputes in this century without a coherent justification, and in frequent contravention of the Constitution. British soldiers often had inadequate food, poor medical services, and rotten leadership. William Russell of the London Times sent back stinging battlefield dispatches questioning the intelligence of the leadership,105
 much as David Halberstam and other correspondents raised the ire of Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon. By the way, many of those correspondents who won awards because of their Vietnam reporting were initially quite enthusiastic for the war, proving Cobden’s warning that the press, and too often a credulous public swallowing press scare stories, will so often whoop up wars at the beginning of a war, only to become disillusioned later on.106


Nevertheless, the Crimean War was initially very popular, as many wars are at the outset, when they seem to cause little damage to the economy or when leaders are promising everyone will be home safe for Christmas. And the Manchester School representatives found themselves shouted down from public platforms.107
 Cobden and Bright were burned in effigy. Many Old Right writers and statesmen were driven out of public life in the 1940s and 50s for opposing NATO. Robert Taft lost the 1952 GOP presidential nomination to Dwight David Eisenhower, a moderate who would neither pull away from FDR’s welfare state nor Truman’s national security state.

The War Party Victorious

Cobden, like those Americans who initially opposed our intervention in Vietnam, sensed that the nation was, at least for the time being, with the war party. He wrote to an associate that Britain was “suffering under the war madness—for it is madness.”108
 Some who had worked for free trade supported the drift into the Crimean War, a fact that led Cobden to write that they had misunderstood Manchesterism.

But when I advocated Free Trade, do you suppose I did not see its relation to the present question [of peace], or that I advocated Free Trade merely because it would give us a little more occupation in this or that pursuit? No; I believed Free Trade would have the tendency to unite mankind in the bonds of peace, and it was that, more than any pecuniary consideration, which sustained and actuated me, as my friends know, in that struggle.109


Battlefield incompetence eventually changed the political current.110
 The government of Lord Aberdeen was toppled, much as a previously popular though deceitful Lyndon Johnson became a political exile in his own country during the Vietnam War. Aberdeen, who came to lament the war,111
 was finished in politics. He was replaced as prime minister by Lord Palmerston, a bellicose Whig, after Parliament resolved to investigate the conduct of the war. Palmerston, the Manchester School’s arch opponent who stood for interventionism almost everywhere, finally wound down the war.

As an additional gain for the war party, when Cobden and the Manchester School turned out Palmerston’s government in 1857, a subsequent election found both Cobden and Bright, as well as Milner Gibson, another Manchester leader, defeated in parliamentary elections. Grenville wrote,

Those who were once the idols of millions of people, and not without cause, have not only lost all their popularity, but are the objects of execration, and can nowhere find a parliamentary resting place. No constituency will hear of them.112


Palmerstonianism in Retreat

Although Palmerston, who lost power to the Conservatives after their 1857 electoral triumph, was eventually returned as prime minister in 1859, and would stay in power until the end of his life in 1865, a new, post-Crimean foreign policy came to dominate the cabinet and Parliament. Bright and Cobden, along with a number of allies, found new seats and were returned to Parliament. Palmerston felt compelled to try to buy off Cobden with a government post, telling him that he would be more effective if he joined the government. Palmerston, in trying to recruit Cobden, gave an interesting summary of how he had conducted policy. “You and your friends,” he told Cobden,

complain of secret diplomacy, and that wars are entered into with consulting the people. Now it is in the cabinet alone that questions of foreign policy are settled. We never consult Parliament till after they are settled. If, therefore, you wish to have a voice in these questions, you can only do so in the Cabinet.113


Cobden declined to join Palmerston’s second ministry believing his most effective role was as a parliamentary critic who wasn’t tied down by government, or by a major political party, or by the desire to retain a cushy office.114
 Still, Palmerston was compelled to include several Manchester men in his government, including Gibson as president of Board of Trade and Charles Villiers as president of the Poor Law Board. Several others in the ministry, like Gladstone, were sympathetic to Manchester ideas even if they didn’t accept every principle. Gladstone had been Cobden’s strongest supporter in the cabinet during the negotiation of the French trade treaty.115


Nevertheless, even though some historians deny that Manchesterism had any effective impact in this period, with one arguing that Manchesterism died with the Crimean War,116
 it’s clear the political climate was changing. Britain, which previously had been so ready to wage war, now started to pull away from European conflicts and re-think its foreign policy. If Manchesterism was dead or a minimal factor, as some historians argue, why would Lord Palmerston, the prime minister during most of the 1860s who thought the Manchester School represented a loony philosophy, have offered some of the peace men posts when he formed his second government in 1859, even though he knew they accepted office with the understanding that they would never accept intervention in Italy or in any other state where war broke out? And, if Manchesterism was dead in the 1860s, why would the bellicose Palmerston come to rely on the group’s support during a critical vote in 1864?

The British started to follow a generally more pacific policy with the formation of Palmerston’s new government.117
 Many European statesmen believed she no longer mattered in the balance of power. British public opinion, as well as that of the political elite, began to question the Crimean War, even though it had ended in triumph. Palmerston still blustered and talked about intervening in distant places, such as Poland, the United States, Italy, or Denmark, but ultimately he backed down—reluctantly—from all of these wars. In other places, like Japan and China, Britain still intervened, but this happened with little direction from London, and didn’t represent the consensus of Parliament or the Cabinet.118


In the American Civil War, for example, Palmerston had ample justification for intervention after the Trent affair (an incident in which a reckless American naval officer had violated the neutrality of a British ship in order to carry off some Confederate delegates on a diplomatic mission to Europe),119
 yet he backed down, in part because of pressure from the monarchy, and in part because the Manchester School was becoming more powerful. Given previous statements by Palmerston about “pushy Yankees,” it’s clear he would have liked to intervene, and that he would have been delighted to see the breakup of the United States.120
 In a war between Denmark and the German Confederation in 1864, a rehash of a long dispute in which Britain had acted as a mediator, again he talked of intervention, along with his foreign minister, Lord John Russell, but in the end he reversed himself when war broke out. One of the explanations of this volteface must include the potent effect of Manchesterism.121


The High-Water Mark of Manchesterism

The Schleswig-Holstein War of 1864, a dispute over border territories between Denmark and the German Confederation, was a major embarrassment for Palmerston, Russell, and the war party.122
 Palmerston had told Parliament that “if Denmark were attacked she would not stand alone.”123
 Palmerston and Russell believed British strategic interests in the Baltic required them to stop the German powers from swallowing the Elbe duchies. The Germans were led by the newly revived Prussia and its belligerent chancellor, Bismarck, who was in the process of uniting Germany.124


Over a decade before, the same dispute had happened during Lord John Russell’s ministry, with Palmerston as foreign minister. Then, after war broke out, all the powers responded to Britain’s warnings to stop fighting, attend a conference, and return territories to their status quo antebellum. However, by 1864, Palmerston, Russell, and the rest of the war party in the British government were ignored by the Germans. Britain became a non-factor in European politics.125
 Russell was forced to admit, “I doubt whether the cabinet or the country are of yet ready for active inference.”126


Neither the cabinet nor the country would ever be ready.

Russell had been blindsided by the anti-war forces, which were headed by the Manchester School and were solidly backed by the monarchy and public opinion.127
 As Lord Stanley, a Conservative peer, wrote,

There is a struggle going on in the cabinet. Gladstone, Gibson and most of the rest are for peace, Palmerston for fighting. Lord P (Palmerston) wishes to be attacked, in order that our pressure may help him to overrule his colleagues.128


The Conservatives wouldn’t help Palmerston. They smelled blood and hoped to topple him.

But the major parties were driven by more than elitist opinions. What pleased Cobden was that this time, unlike the Crimean War, popular opinion was on the side of peace. Petitions flooded Parliament calling for non-intervention. The monarchy, which during the Victorian period had an uncanny ability to sense what the public wanted, joined the general public. There was to be no Balaklava this time—no charge of the Light Brigade—because the British didn’t have the horses.129


By the early 1860s, Cobden’s party had successfully carried out reductions in defense expenditures. Gladstone, as Chancellor of the Exchequer under Prime Minister Palmerston, had pushed through these cuts, ignoring the possibility of war in the Baltic or almost anywhere else. Although she remained a great naval power, there was little Britain could have done to stop the new, dynamic Prussian Army. The whole British Army was down to about 200,000 men, about a third of which was stationed in India and couldn’t be transferred to the Baltic quickly. By contrast, the Germans had 300,000 soldiers to put into battle. It is unlikely, wrote one historian of this war, that Britain could have “provided more than 50,000 troops to help the Danes.”130
 There was no “blood and iron” in British foreign policy.

Britain, at the urging of Manchester School, had become enamored of tax cuts, pacific foreign policies, and classical economics. “If you want peaceful governments, reduce their budgets,” said economist David Ricardo.131
 For those who want to restore liberty in America today, these policies should be their guide. That philosophy prevailed in British ministries of the 1860s, both Conservative and Liberal,132
 with the result being peace and prosperity. Even some non-Peelite Tories had to pay tribute to this current. Lord Stanley, the foreign minister of a Conservative government in 1867, opposed the bombing of Canton in the Opium Wars, and wrote of a contemporary politician that “among the best points of Lord Grey’s character is an inflexible adherence to the peace policy.”133
 Lord Clarendon, foreign minister of the Liberal government that was handing over its power to the Conservatives in 1867, said of Lord Stanley,

I begged him ... not to proclaim our determined inaction on every opportunity that arises—the policy of not meddling is of course the right one but is it necessary that all mankind sh(ould) be let into the secret twice a day.134


Palmerston’s government was made to follow a pacific course. It still lost a vote in the House of Lords, because its policy had been perceived as indecisive, and it barely escaped a vote of censure in the House of Commons. Palmerston needed the votes of the Cobdenties to escape defeat, which were only granted because the cabinet agreed not to intervene on the Elbe. Thus, Palmerston, the most bellicose leader of early- and mid-Victorian England, the man whose reputation had become synonymous with civis Romanus sum, Don Pacifico, and the Opium Wars, was now a prisoner of the peace party. This marked the “end of Palmerstonianism as a method of British diplomacy.”135
 With Palmerston’s death a year later, no successors to head the war party were immediately available. Peace and retrenchment were in the saddle and would stay there for about a decade. Cobden and the peace party had won.

In this last great victory of Cobden’s life (he was to die a few months later in 1865), he made a parliamentary speech that summarized some of the key points of his philosophy, a speech for all those nations that aspire to be great powers should consider.

We gain nothing by diplomatic meddling; we should discard the idea of maintaining the Balance of Power; we have not the material strength to protect the weak against the strong. There is a right and wrong in every case, and if we are always to choose one side or the other because it is thought to be right, how is it possible we can ever enjoy any peace or quietness in this country?136


The elderly Palmerston, humbled during this crisis and realizing that Gladstone would soon take over as prime minister, predicted “some strange things will happen” after his death.137
 He died a few months after Cobden. Gladstone’s first ministry (1868–74), the first government to be formed by the newly organized Liberal Party, certainly exhibited rampant Manchesterism, especially in foreign affairs. Four years after Cobden’s death, Gladstone asked,

Is England so uplifted in strength above every other nation that she can with prudence advertise herself as ready to undertake the general redress of wrongs? Would not the consequences of such professions and promises be either the premature exhaustion of her means, or a collapse in the day of performance?138


Manchesterism at the End of the Victorian Period and in the Early Twentieth Century

When this legacy of anti-imperialism started to fade in the latter part of the century, as Britain’s leaders once again started to become enthusiastic empire builders and “worldsavers,” there was an interesting domestic by-product: welfarism. Both the Liberal and Conservative parties eventually endorsed wholesale social reform and the repudiation of laissez-faire economics. The empire was no longer regarded as “a millstone.” Free-market economics and the internationalism of Manchester that took the side of small states stood in the way of empire and a collectivized economy, as socialists Sidney and Beatrice Webb knew so well. The Webbs, intellectual leaders of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, lived very well, and wined and dined the leaders of all major parties. They didn’t care about a politician’s label as long they could succeed in “converting the country to the philosophy of our scheme.”139
 Win this battle and it didn’t matter what party was in power. As supporters of British imperialism during the Boer War, the Webbs had nothing but contempt for the ideals of Manchesterism and Gladstonian Liberalism,140
 seeing them as a road block that had to be swept away. They were right: laissez-faire economics was a big roadblock. Little Englanderism had to be destroyed in order for socialism and imperialism to triumph.

Economist Joseph A. Schumpeter explained it very well, saying, “Wherever capitalism penetrated, peace parties of such strength arose that virtually every war meant a political struggle on the domestic scene.”141
 A purely capitalist world, Schumpeter says, “can offer no fertile soil to imperialist impulses.”142
 Capitalism, in its purest form, promotes Manchesterism.

This analysis helps us to understand the political and economic dynamics of Britain’s policy change in the Schleswig-Holstein War, and why that popular feeling brought about by prosperity vetoed war with Germany. It also explains why, as the collectivists started to slowly dominate the major parties at the end of the Victorian Era, imperialism became popular as part of a new dynamic role for the state in domestic and foreign affairs.143


Indeed, Disraeli, in the 1874 election, sold imperialism as something every British citizen could be proud of. The masses, many of whom were newly enfranchised, ate it up, and democracy began to threaten liberty.144
 And, as franchise rights were extended even more in the 1880s, the masses started to question laissez-faire economics and began to move away from the individualism of the Manchester School. It was all part of Tory Democracy, which called for a greater role for the state in the economy as well as a revived interest in extending the empire. Two decades afterward, by the 1890s, this trend accelerated. It would also start to change the Liberal Party.

One leading Liberal in the 1890s said “we’re all Socialists now.”145
 The Liberals were no longer the party of classical liberalism. Gladstone, in retirement in the 1890s, complained of his Liberal party endorsing “constructionism,” a euphemism for socialism, just as today politicians use the term “investment” when they mean more taxes. Joseph Chamberlain, a Liberal Imperialist who later turned Conservative Unionist, called for the end of free trade as a way of preserving the empire. He was admired for his reformist notions by Socialists such as the Webbs. In fact, he almost married Beatrice Webb. Chamberlain made his reputation as a mayor of Birmingham who was famous for “municipal socialism.” Writes one historian of this trend: “Fabian Socialism was not to be all that different from the radicalism of Chamberlain, whose municipal socialism the Fabians saw in the evolution of socialism.” According to one historian, this represented a

decisive shift [from the] traditional liberal-Radical emphasis (what Chamberlain himself came to describe as Cobdenite liberal) on the sanctity of the market towards the encouragement of collective agencies—large firms, trade unions, the state—to regulate competitive economies.146


Chamberlain was also admired by imperialists for statements such as this one in 1895: “I believe that the British race is the greatest of the governing races that the world has ever seen.”147
 The British imperialists believed their mission was to save the world. Robert Taft had a term for the ideas of these world savers: “Glogaloney.”148


Cobden and his internationalist friends would have been disgusted by these jingoistic notions. Many Liberal Imperialists found it easy to back their nation during the Boer War. The Socialist Webbs were emphatically on the side of British Imperialism. As one historian who lived through this era and chronicled it related:

The independence of small nations might mean something to the Liberal individualist. It meant nothing to collectivists like themselves. I can still hear Sidney Webb explaining to me that the future belonged to the great administrative nations, where officials govern and police keep order.149


Beatrice Webb summed up the new philosophy that was overtaking Britain at the end of the nineteenth century: “If one believes that spontaneity is wrong, then regulation must be right; if individualism is a social evil, then collectivism must be a social good.”150


Classical liberalism, and its radical offshoot, Manchesterism, were just about finished in Britain. Laissez-faire economics was a primary force in driving anti-imperialism, so when the former was scuttled, the latter went with it.

The Legacy of Manchesterism and Its Relevance to Americans

Although in some ways Manchesterism started to go into decline in the 1879s,151
 just as imperialism became fashionable again along with the end of laissez-faire economics, Cobden’s contributions were still recognized for a few generations after his death, even though they usually weren’t honored. Disraeli and his Conservative Imperialists won the 1874 election, in part by campaigning in favor of retaining and expanding the empire. But large-scale interventions on the continent of Europe and joining great power alliances were still not a serious option for three decades. In what may be an exaggeration, historian A.J.P. Taylor goes so far as to say that Cobden and Bright became the masters of British foreign policy in the mid-Victorian period.152
 He says that their influence was felt even after Cobden was dead for some four decades. From the 1860s to 1906, no British government would give great serious consideration to intervening in a European War, he says. For instance, Gladstone’s first ministry, which included Bright, steered clear of the Franco-Prussian War in 1870. And even when Britain started to discuss what would become a military alliance with the French in the early part of the twentieth century, it was done very quietly.153
 The British people, in the mid- and late-Victorian periods, had become used to “splendid isolation”154
 and untaxed food. It would take another decade or so for the Liberal Imperialists and Conservative Social Reformers, as well as a World War, along with the development of an openly Socialist party, but the heritage of nineteenth-century classical liberalism in Britain finally died in the second decade of the twentieth century.

These same trends eventually would infect the United States in the twentieth century, beginning with the Progressive Era, and eventually triumphing with the end of the World War II, which laid the foundations of the national-security state. A people cannot destroy this imperial republic and restore limited government unless they understand how their nation became a great world power. To understand Manchesterism is to rediscover the American libertarian traditions. Manchesterism reflected many principles of American Republican government. The Manchester School should be one of the guides in this trek away from the military-industrial-entitlement complex. Laissez-faire economics and pacific foreign policies are linked. They will either stand or fall together.
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